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ABSTRACT

The article analyzes the fundamental methods of personnel management. The authors points 
out the leading role of innovative methods of personnel management of a strategic resource in 
modern conditions of a market economy. Personnel is both a resource and a control element that 
affects other resources, and with a significant impact on the costs of the enterprise. Moreover, the 
motivational system of enterprises was considered by a huge number of developers and analysts. 
But any proposal, implemented in practice, eventually ceases to work as an incentive to constant 
effective work. 

Therefore, the subsystem of incentives for the personnel of the enterprise is one of those where 
the use of creative management should be mandatory and constant. 

The main methods have been proposed for enhancing creativity and searching for innova-
tive ideas among personnel in order to diversify the services of enterprises and increase their 
competitiveness. Conclusions are presented about the need to move to a new vision of the role 
of workers in the activities of organizations and search for methods to activate their potential.

Keywords: innovative methods of personnel management, personnel management

INTRODUCTION
In the era of market relations and the intensifica-

tion of enterprise development, only those companies 
that can offer their customers high-quality service 
can withstand a tough struggle. In turn, the quality of 
service directly depends on the availability of properly 
directed and professionally trained personnel. For a 
modern enterprise manager, the question of finding 

the most effective methods of personnel management 
is becoming extremely urgent. Maximizing the use of its 
potential to ensure the productive operation of the en-
terprises, increase its competitiveness and profitability. 
The manager must understand that people who have 
different abilities, characters and habits work for him. 
Therefore, he should treat his employees as individuals, 
and it is these factors that should primarily affect the 
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organization of work of subordinates. Creative manage-
ment, including personnel management, is considered 
by most authors as a process of creating conditions for 
the formation of innovative ideas and developments. 
And this process today, despite the lack of clear defi-
nitions and a formed mechanism, has been studied in 
a significant volume. At the same time, it is assumed 
that any element of the control system requires the use 
of innovative, creative developments. But few people 
assess where it is most important to apply these solu-
tions. Therefore, we stopped at justifying the need to 
apply creative management in relation to individual 
components of management, and especially regarding 
the personnel management subsystem. As you know, 
employees are forced to apply creative solutions where 
standard solutions either do not give the desired ef-
fect, or cannot be used at all. The second factor forcing 
the formation of an unconventional approach to the 
traditional process is the need to reduce the cost of 
implementing this very process. When considering 
the subsystems of the personnel management system, 
it can be argued that for most enterprises that are in a 
difficult financial situation, the main reative manage-
ment application should be focused on staff motivation. 

THE CREATIVE MANAGEMENT.
Today, in the conditions of the decline in the at-

tractiveness of working specialties and the constant 
growth of the need for them among enterprises and 
organizations, it becomes necessary to actively use 
creative proposals in vocational guidance work, as well 
as planning and marketing of personnel. Without a 
constant “enticing” advertising policy, most enterprises 
today will not be able to attract the required number 
of employees of working specialties (given the not suf-
ficiently high level of wages, public opinion, the lack of 
skills of most young people for sufficiently hard work 
and for compliance with a strict regime of work and 
rest for a long period of time). And, moreover, today it 
is still difficult to speak about the competition of ap-
plicants for these jobs. This creates a high need for a 
fundamentally new approach to the implementation of 
the functions of this subsystem of personnel manage-
ment. [3,2]

The next direction, which requires a non-standard 
approach to the implementation of the tasks assigned 
to it, is the formation of corporate culture. It is she 
who affects the actual content and maintenance at the 
proper level of labor relations, working conditions, the 

level of social responsibility of all participants in the 
labor process in the organization. And the standard, 
rather formalized approaches to its formation in prac-
tice no longer justify themselves. There is a need for 
creative developments for the introduction of elements 
of corporate culture into the life of the enterprise in the 
volume, timing and content that will keep pace with 
the development of the domestic and global economy 
and increase the social responsibility of the workforce 
and each individual employee. The next step, no less 
important, is the direction of personnel development. 
And in our society on this issue there are certain trends 
that slow down the development of enterprises and 
organizations, the development and implementation 
of new technical, technological and organizational 
developments. On se¬godnya staff develops when 
there are prospects of career ros¬ta, new elements of 
the labor process implemented (methods, equipment, 
and so on.). And only a small part develops constantly, 
regardless of the content of labor, due to the presence 
of an internal need to acquire new knowledge, skills 
and abilities. However, given the constant develop-
ment of science, technology and technology, the world 
community has recognized the need for the constant 
development of each member of the team in order to 
keep pace with the changes being introduced into life. 
And this requires the management of enterprises and 
organizations to form such a creative approach to the 
mechanism of personnel development, which could 
provide it in a constant mode, in the required direction, 
with sufficient speed and quality. At the same time, this 
mechanism should take into account both the capabili-
ties of the enterprise and the capabilities and needs of 
its employees, in particular the internal motivation and 
the ability to learn. To achieve all of the above, enter-
prises and organizations must have employees capable 
of producing, justifying and implementing creative 
solutions in the personnel management system. To do 
this, you need to convert approaches to recruitment 
and selection of personnel, as standart¬nymi methods 
of selection is difficult to identify a creative employee, 
evaluate pozi¬tivnost his work for the company. That 
is, creative management should be directed to the per-
sonnel recruitment subsystem, forming fundamentally 
new mechanisms for selecting a modern employee.

Despite the fact that the topic of personnel man-
agement has been studied quite deeply, there are a 
number of modern aspects of this direction that have 
not yet found an effective solution. The conditions of 
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a market economy require a change in the approach 
to personnel management from understanding it as 
a functional component of the management and pro-
duction link of an enterprise. To study and optimize 
it as a strategic resource with a significant and highly 
potential, which includes professional competence, the 
ability to develop creativity and creative ideas. Under-
standing this poses a challenge for modern managers 
to search for new methods of personnel management 
in order to maximize the use of its potential capabili-
ties, creative ideas.

THE CLASSICAL METHODS OF PERSONNEL 
MANAGEMENT.

The theoretical basis for economic management 
methods are economic laws. By applying these meth-
ods in practice, the manager has the choice to either 
reward the employee or apply a punishment method. 
In modern scientific literature, there is an opinion that 
economic methods should have commodity-money 
relations of a market economy as their basis. The ef-
fectiveness of the application should be assessed by the 
following parameters: by the form of ownership, by the 
specifics of doing business, by the type of organization-
al cultures, by the results of the use of personnel audit, 
by the tax base system and by the incentive mechanism. 
Many companies still use material incentives as one 
of the key methods in personnel management. This 
enables them to quickly and efficiently improve the 
quality of their work and achieve the goals and objec-
tives set for the company. But this method also has a 
“flip side of the coin”. 

It consists in the fact that if you use this principle 
correctly, then the result will not be long in coming, as de-
scribed above. If misused, this will lead to losses, strikes, 
overstocking, non-payment, and worse, bankruptcy. 
Within the framework of administrative methods of 
management, the head uses his managerial capabilities, 
applying power relations, a system of administrative and 
legal penalties, administrative and organizational poli-
cies. Administrative methods by their nature encourage 
staff to understand work discipline, responsibility for the 
work performed, and a structured activity. Therefore, 
these methods have a direct impact, since any regulatory 
and administrative act must be followed. Examples of 
administrative management practices include prohibi-
tion, instruction, order, consultation, business advice, as 
well as clarification and suggestion.

It is worth noting that with the “negative” impact 

of these methods, the organization may face the prob-
lems of adopting formal collective agreements, using 
outdated regulations and rules, staff turnover, lack of a 
control system, and simply indifferent attitude of work-
ers to their work. The purpose of socio-psychological 
management methods is to understand the laws of 
the psychological side of people’s activities, in their 
use and optimization of psychological manifestations 
in the interests of the company and the individual as a 
whole. There are two main blocks of methods: by the 
volume of exposure and by the method of application. 
The methods are applicable both for large groups of 
employees and are aimed at the process of interaction 
in the working environment, and for a specific person 
in order to influence his inner world. Thus, the leader 
manages to assess the place and value of the employee 
in the team, to focus his internal potential on solving 
specific production problems and to create a favorable 
socio-psychological climate in the organization. 

THE MODERN MANAGEMENT METHODS AND 
METHODS OF SEARCHING FOR INNOVATIVE 

IDEAS AMONG STAFF.
Recently, the idea of   perceiving personnel as a 

strategic resource has gained great popularity, espe-
cially in the corporate sector. To effectively manage this 
resource, it is necessary to maximize its apparent and 
hidden potential. This potential is based not only on 
professional skills, but also on the ability to be creative, 
to think creatively and generate new ideas. It is the last 
components that can become a significant factor in 
increasing the competitiveness of the enterprise and 
expanding the segment of potential consumers.

• Participatory style (explain why the employee is 
important in the team, create a sense of self-worth; 
applied to new team members and grassroots workers);

• Direct leadership style (answer 5 questions to 
employees What? How? Why? When? enterprises);

• Teamwork style (exchange of experience, joint 
problem solving, collective advice: as an example, it is 
used when organizing banquets and similar events in 
restaurants);

• «Challenge»  - (the manager forms an imaginary 
problem, and the staff must solve it without any 
help). According to this method, the leader challenges 
subordinates, following their subconscious desire to 
prove their worth to independently solve problems 
and make decisions;

• «Scamper method» -  (solving a problem by 
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replacing, combining, adapting, modifying, applying, 
eliminating, creating the opposite). The method name 
includes the first letters of the actions. Which need 
to be done by personnel over a product, service or a 
phenomenon in the organization. This will allow you 
to find many unexpected ideas for modifying existing 
and creating new products or services;

• «Method of provocations» (search for benefits 
from unusual, even ridiculous ideas). This method 
encourages the generation of ideas among staff 
that transcend standard thinking patterns and are 
particularly useful. When an enterprise wants to create 
a completely new product, start a new business;

• «Reframing» (used to solve important business 
problems). The most common form of reframing is how 
employees evaluate a problem from the perspective 
of people in different professions. The manager 
assigns subordinates to play different roles in critical 
assessment of various components of the product or 
service of the enterprise and listens to their opinions, 
capturing new ideas;

• «Inversion method» (search for rational 
solutions to the problem when analyzing the opposite 
problem). According to this method, the leader sets a 
task for subordinates that is the opposite of the one 
he wants to solve. As a result, you can get a list of 
actions and solutions that are not acceptable for a 
given product or service and use this knowledge to 
improve them. This method allows workers to see 
things that they would not notice if the problem was 
formulated directly. [6,4]

CONCLUSION
In modern economic conditions, creative manage-

ment is becoming the norm of management, only its use 
will allow enterprises and organizations to keep pace 
with the development of science and technology, the 
possibility of introducing new mechanisms for managing 
the team and the production process. Each subsystem, 
especially the subsystem of personnel management, 
needs an early transition to creative, non-standard, con-
stantly modernizing management. A variety of methods 
of personnel management and activation of their innova-
tive potential, on the one hand, gives significant results, 
and on the other, creates a number of new manage-
ment problems, due to the fact that they do not provide 
standard schemes of actions in various situations and a 
specific binding of each method to situational tasks. A 
highly qualified manager must be able to choose exactly 
those methods of searching for innovative ideas that will 
be most productive in a particular environment and for 
specific employees. In addition, the end result largely 
depends on how the managear was able to recognize the 
overt and hidden abilities of his employees. And gave the 
opportunity to each of them to take part in innovative 
activities. So, the modern process of personnel manage-
ment includes a set of innovative mechanisms organized 
around the interaction of employees, enhancing the 
creative potential of personnel, integrating their efforts 
to achieve the set goals. It is the development of creativ-
ity and innovative thinking of the personnel of modern 
enterprises that can become their key competence and 
a factor of survival in the competition.
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პერ სო ნა ლის მე ნეჯ მენ ტის ინ ოვ აცი ური მე თო დე ბი

მა მუ კა თო რია, ეკ ონ ომ იკ ის მეც ნი ერ ებ ათა დოქ ტო რი,
კავ კა სი ის სა ერ თა შო რი სო უნ ივ ერ სი ტე ტის

ას ოც ირ ებ ული პრო ფე სო რი;
ლა შა ტა ბა ტა ძე, ბიზ ნე სის ად მი ნის ტრი რე ბის დოქ ტო რი,

კავ კა სი ის სა ერ თა შო რი სო უნ ივ ერ სი ტე ტის
ას ოც ირ ებ ული პრო ფე სო რი,

ან ოტ აცია
სტა ტი აში გა ან ალ იზ ებ ულია პერ სო ნა ლის მარ თვის ფუნ და მენ ტუ რი მე თო დე ბი. ავ ტო რე ბი აღ ნიშ ნა ვენ 

სტრა ტე გი ული რე სურ სის - პერ სო ნა ლის მარ თვის ინ ოვ აცი ური მე თო დე ბის წამ ყვან როლს სა ბაზ რო ეკ ონ-
ომ იკ ის თა ნა მედ რო ვე პი რო ბებ ში. ად ამი ან ური რე სურ სი არ ის ყვე ლა ზე ღი რე ბუ ლი რე სურ სი, რო მე ლიც 
გავ ლე ნას ახ დენს სა წარ მოს სხვა რე სურ სებ ზე, რო გო რი ცაა სა წარ მოს ხარ ჯე ბი. შე სა ბა მი სად სულ უფ რო 
მე ტად, წი ნა პლან ზე იწ ევს ად ამი ან ური რე სურ სე ბის მარ თვის ინ ოვ აცი ური მე თო დე ბის მნიშ ვნე ლო ბა. 
სა წარ მო თა სა მო ტი ვა ციო სის ტე მა გა ნი ხი ლე ბა, რო გორც ერთ-ერ თი გა დამ წყვე ტი ფაქ ტო რი, დე ვე ლო-
პე რე ბი სა და ან ალ იტ იკ ოს ებ ის მხრი დან. 

ნაშ რომ ში შე მო თა ვა ზე ბუ ლია პერ სო ნა ლის კრე ატი ულ ობ ის ამ აღ ლე ბი სა და ინ ოვ აცი ური იდე ებ ის 
ხელ შეწყო ბის მარ თვის ძი რი თა დი მე თო დე ბი, რო მე ლიც უზ რუნ ველ ყოფს სა წარ მო ებ ის კონ კუ რენ ტუ ნა-
რი ან ობ ის გაზ რდას. წარ მოდ გე ნი ლია დას კვნე ბი მომ სა ხუ რე ბის კომ პა ნი ებ ის საქ მი ან ობ აში ად ამი ან ური 
რე სურ სე ბის მარ თვის ახ ალ ხედ ვებ ზე გა დას ვლი სა და მა თი პო ტენ ცი ალ ის გა აქ ტი ურ ებ ის მე თო დე ბის 
ძი ებ ის აუც ილ ებ ლო ბის შე სა ხებ.
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